
People who serve, products that solve.™

®

GLO-RAY® 

HEATED DISPLAY WARMERS – SLANT MODEL

Boost impulse sales by showcasing 
your hot foods in the Hatco Glo-Ray 
merchandising warmers.  
Designed specifically for displaying 
wrapped or boxed product, these 
warmers hold hot food safely at 
proper serving temperatures and 
are seen in many of the best known 
venues around the world.
u  Prefocused infrared top heat directs heat to the

outer edges where heat loss is greatest.

u Convenient for self-serve or quick-serve areas.

u  Available in two-tier models with horizontal or
slanted shelves.

u  Adjustable product divider rods sort food 
displays for convenience and product appeal.

u  Thermostatically controlled hard-coated heated
base extends holding times.

u  Food grade Teflon coated incandescent lights
illuminate the holding areas and product for 
maximum visibility.

 CHOOSE FROM THIS RANGE 
OF DESIGNER COLOURS

Designer Series

 CODE DESCRIPTION KW AMP $

GR2SDS-24D Dual Shelf - 770 mmW 1.64kw 10 amp 7100

GR2SDS-30D Dual Shelf - 920 mmW 2.04kw 10 amp 7900

GR2SDS-36D Dual Shelf - 1070 mmW 2.44kw 15 amp 8150

GR2SDS-42D Dual Shelf - 1220 mmW 2.98kw 15 amp 8880

GR2SDS-48D Dual Shelf - 1380 mmW 3.38kw 15 amp 9580

GR2SDS-54D Dual Shelf- 1530 mmW 3.78kw 20 amp 10300

GR2SDS-60D Dual Shelf - 1680 mmW 4.42kw 20 amp 10990

ITEM#

GLO-RAY®DESIGNERMERCHANDISINGWARMERS
Models GR2SDH-24, -30, -36, -42, -48, -54, -60 GR2SDH-24D, -30D, -36D, -42D, -48D, -54D, -60D

GR2SDS-24, -30, -36, -42, -48, -54, -60 GR2SDS-24D, -30D, -36D, -42D, -48D, -54D, -60D

Designed to hold hot wrapped food at
optimum serving temperatures without
affecting quality, the Hatco Glo-Ray® Designer
MerchandisingWarmers are the perfect
displays to showcase hot fast foods and boost
impulse sales.
Combining state-of-the-art design with
performance, these warmers place the focus
on the product while holding hot food safely
at proper serving temperatures. The modern
design is perfect for front of the house use.
Designer powdercoated inset panels blend
these units with the décor while providing
a durable, easy-to-clean surface.
Glo-Ray DesignerMerchandisingWarmers
have prefocused infrared top heat and
a thermostatically-controlled, hardcoated
heated base to extend the holding times
of most food. All models are made of
aluminum with tempered glass end panels.
Shatter-resistant incandescent lights
illuminate the food holding area.

FLEXIBILITY
This warmer offers the convenience
of self-serve and the efficiency of
kitchen-to-server holding.
Available with slant or horizontal shelves,
the Glo-Ray DesignerMerchandisingWarmers
are offered in both single and dual shelf
models. The Designer series warmers come
standard with black inset panels and black
end caps. Choose from six other color options
to blend the warmer with any décor.
Non-standard colors are non-returnable.

QUALITY
The following features assure the finest
performance for years to come:
• All models have prefocused infrared top
heat directing heat to the outer edges
of the holding surface where heat loss
is the greatest.

• These warmers feature a thermostatically-
controlled, hardcoated heated base,
Designer color inset panels, 4" (102 mm)
Designer legs, and a cord and plug set.

• Available in heated surface widths from
23.88" to 59.88" (606 to 1521 mm) with
overall widths of 30.25" to 66.25"
(768 to 1683 mm).

• Shatter-resistant incandescent lights
enhance product display while safeguarding
food products from bulb breakage.

• An optional Indicating Temperature Control
enhances accurate control of temperature.

HEATING ELEMENTS.

Model GR2SDH-30 with
Designer color inset panels

Model GR2SDS-30D with
Designer color inset panels

Divider Rods

ModelWidth Divider Rods Provided Average ChuteWidth
30.25" ( 768 mm) 5 Rods per Shelf 3.73" ( 95 mm)
36.25" ( 921 mm) 6 Rods per Shelf 4.02" (102 mm)
42.25" (1073 mm) 7 Rods per Shelf 4.23" (107 mm)
48.25" (1226 mm) 8 Rods per Shelf 4.40" (111 mm)
54.25" (1378 mm) 9 Rods per Shelf 4.54" (115 mm)
60.25" (1530 mm) 10 Rods per Shelf 4.65" (118 mm)
66.25" (1683 mm) 12 Rods per Shelf 4.36" (110 mm)
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NOTE: Colours shown apply to Horizontal and Slant models. Please specify 
colour at time of ordering, otherwise unit will be supplied with black inserts and 
end caps.



Due to our policy of continuous product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice.
All models sold in Australia/New Zealand are 240Volt single phase, models above 15A are supplied unplugged.


